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Ill Tell Him Tonight
Hayden

#----------------------------------PLEASE NOTE--------------------------------#
#This file is the author s own work and represents their interpretation of the#
#song. You may only use this file for private study, scholarship, or research.#
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------#

Date: Thu, 11 Jun 1998 18:55:06 -0500
From: John Lehnen 
Subject: h/hayden/ill_tell_him_tonight.crd

Artist:  Hayden
Album:  The Closer I Get
Song:  I ll Tell Him Tonight (the last track)
Tabed by:  Emily Lehnen

*This song is a really good acoustic song, and, its easy as well.
*All chords are bar chords
*Play all of them as 6th root accept the E chord in the verse (during the
intro and chorus, play E as a 6th root chord)
*The strumming is easy to figure out if you listen to the song

Intro:

Bm   Em   A   (2x)

Verse:

Bm    Em         A      Bm
I remember the day it came
         Em          A      Bm
Flashing lights and sirens when
      Em           A         Bm
They took you and put you inside
          Em             A
I walked around the house
    Bm
Ten times

Chorus:

Bm       Em                      A
And I m writing down to let you know
       Bm                  Em       A
That I love you though it doesn t show



        Bm        Em      A
When we argue about the car
              G    A
I want you to know
       G    A
That I am so
              G      A
Thankful that you re
Bm    Em  A
Here

Verse:
How come everything has to change
I wish we were 4 and 6 and in the rain
When we were 6 and 8 we dressed the same
When we were 24 and 26 I wrote this down

Chorus:
And I m coming down to let you know
That I love you though it doesn t show
When we argue about the car
I want you to know
That I am so
Thankful that you re
Here

*this song ends on a Bm
*Enjoy, hope you find it as easy as I do, its not that hard.


